Solutions Designed for the World’s Food Packaging
Creating Safe, Sustainable Packaging Using
New Generation Memjet® Inks

Memjet Inks are Different
Memjet’s team of chemists, scientists and engineers specialize in ink formulation, printhead development, and
mechanical system design. Along with experts in regulatory compliance, these teams work together to actively
monitor evolving regulations, standards, and customer demands to create inkjet technology solutions that meet
today’s needs.
Memjet has a fully water-based ink portfolio, making them safer for the earth and the people handling them.
Building on that strong foundation, our focus on purity of ingredients, consistency in manufacturing, and rigorous
quality control ensure high-performance and lifecycle reliability.
The new generation Memjet inks are carefully designed specifically for use in food packaging and other sensitive
applications – an essential differentiator.
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Assurance of Food Packaging Safety
Creating safe food packaging is complex. Choosing the right partner is easy. To minimize risk, lower your cost of
compliance and ensure your labels and food packaging are market-ready, start by considering these:

1 The Right Ink
Choosing the right inks up-front can help you to create high-performance, sustainable labels and packaging
that do not negatively impact food, human health, the environment, or your wallet.
With high-quality, durable results and safer ingredients than alternative technologies, Memjet can help you
differentiate in today’s competitive food packaging market and other sensitive applications.

2 The Right Ink + Technology
The combination of Memjet’s thermal inkjet technology and water-based inks enable world-class print
performance and environmental leadership. This combination significantly lowers costs of regulatory
permits and waste. Since Memjet’s inkjet system is inherently
intolerant of change, impurities and variability, it simplifies
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regulatory compliance, ensuring lifecycle consistency.
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3 The Right Partner

With so many considerations to keep in mind while designing
a packaging solution, enlisting a partner like Memjet
can simplify your path to Food Contact Materials (FCM)
compliance. Our team of experts actively monitor evolving
regulations and standards and can help you navigate:
• The complexities of FCM compliance
• The creation of effective, budget friendly, and safe food
packaging
• The requirements for migration testing to ensure you are
100% secure about the safety of your packaging solution
• The coordination with third-party laboratories to ensure
individual food packaging solutions are tested properly
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Contact Colordyne today with any questions or to learn more.
Visit colordynetech.com/contact or email marketing@colordynetech.com.
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